
Report on Sports Meet at BBPS on 9th Feb 2024 

 

Date: February 9, 2024 

Day : Friday  

Venue: Bal Bharati Public School, Neelbad, Bhopal 

 

Event Overview: 

The Sports Meet at BBPS on 9th February 2024 was a grand spectacle of athleticism and 
sportsmanship, uniting students, faculty, and parents in celebration of physical prowess and 
camaraderie. The event unfolded with great enthusiasm and vigor, marked by various activities 
and ceremonies. 

 

Flag Hoisting: 

The day commenced with the ceremonial hoisting of the School flag, symbolizing unity and 
pride in our nation. The fluttering sky - blue colour served as a poignant reminder of our 
collective identity and aspirations. 

 

Welcome Speech and Welcome Song: 

Principal Ms. Deepa Agrawal extended a warm welcome to all participants, spectators, and 
dignitaries, setting the tone for the day's festivities. This was followed by a spirited Welcome 
Song, resonating with the spirit of togetherness and joy. 

 

March Past and Torch Bearer's Run: 

A proud display of discipline and coordination, the March Past showcased the dedication and 
teamwork of various school teams. The Torch Bearer's Run, carrying the flame of 
sportsmanship, illuminated the track, inspiring all present with its symbolism of resilience and 
determination. 

 

Events - Sports and Games: 

The heart of the Sports Meet pulsated with a flurry of activities, encompassing a diverse range 
of sports and games. From track and field events to team sports, participants showcased their 
skills and competitive spirit, earning admiration and applause from the audience. 

 

 



Prize Distribution: 

Acknowledging excellence and effort, the Prize Distribution ceremony honored the 
achievements of outstanding performers. Medals, trophies, and certificates were awarded to 
winners, reinforcing the values of perseverance and sportsmanship. 

 

Closing Ceremony: 

As the day drew to a close, the Closing Ceremony encapsulated the spirit of camaraderie and 
accomplishment that permeated the event. Participants bid farewell to the arena with a sense 
of fulfillment, cherishing memories of shared triumphs and camaraderie. 

 

Vote of Thanks: 

Vice Principal Dr. Sakina Naidu expressed gratitude to all individuals and entities involved in 
making the Sports Meet a resounding success. Her words of appreciation resonated with 
sincerity and appreciation, underscoring the collaborative effort behind the event's success. 

 

National Anthem: 

The culmination of the Sports Meet was marked by a collective rendition of the National 
Anthem, reverberating with patriotism and pride. Participants and spectators stood united, 
honoring the spirit of sportsmanship and the ideals of our nation. 

 

In conclusion, the Sports Meet at BBPS on 9th February 2024 was a testament to the power of 
sports in fostering unity, discipline, and excellence. It served as a platform for students to 
showcase their talents and forge lifelong memories, embodying the school's commitment to 
holistic development. 


